The most ecological
event location

Eco Label

OUR ECOLOGICAL
MISSION
Think about tomorrow when choosing an event location. Ecology and economy go hand in hand here.
The many permanently furnished halls with modern
ecological AV materials allow you to organize your
event with the lowest possible CO2-emission, without
compromising on creativity. Welcome your guests in
a green and oxygen-rich environment.

Eco Label

SOLAR PANELS
AED Studios has 2,000 solar panels that cover the basic
consumption of the site.

WASTE SORTING
AED Studios has an extensive waste sorting system. Not
only residual waste and paper & cardboard, but also
glass, wood, PMD waste, batteries and paint are sorted.

IN-HOUSE
With an internal caterer AED Studios avoids that customers, tenants and staff have to leave the site. A childcare and fitness are also present on site.

RAINWATER HARVESTING
At AED Studios all rainwater is collected, buffered and
recovered. The excess water is discharged to nature in
a controlled way.

INSULATION & WATER PUMPS
AED studios invested in 24 cm thick insulation and replaced all old heating systems with heat pump systems.

LED ILLUMINATION
99% of the light fittings consist of LED lamps and are
controlled by a demotic system.

MOBILITY
According to the mobility study carried out by AED studios, there is efficient mobility thanks to the possibility to
reach the site by train, bus or bicycle.

CHARGING STATIONS
AED Studios has 3 charging stations to charge electric cars.

NATURE & FOREST
AED Studios is located in the green southern edge of
Antwerp. The planting on the site is intended to promote biodiversity in the surrounding area.

TRANSPORT
AED Studios has a wide range of furniture & AV equipment at its disposal, as well as 4 fully equipped studios so no external transport is required.
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